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ABSTRACT
The use of recommender systems in e-commerce to guide cus-
tomer choices presents a privacy protection problem that is two-
fold. We seek to protect the privacy interests of customers by trying
to keep private their identity and demographic characteristics, and
possibly also their buying preferences and behaviour. This can be
desirable even if anonymity is used. Furthermore, we want to pro-
tect the commercial interests of the e-commerce service providers
by allowing them to make recommendations as accurate as possi-
ble, without unnecessarily revealing valuable information they have
legitimately accumulated, such as market trends, to third parties.

In this paper, we concentrate on recommender systems based
on demographic filtering, which make recommendations based on
feedback of previous users of similar demographic characteristics
(such as age, sex, level of education, wealth, geographical location,
etc.). We propose a system called ALAMBIC , which adequately
achieves the above privacy-protection objectives in this kind of
recommender systems. Our system is based on a semi-trusted third
party in which the users need only have limited confidence. A main
originality of our approach is to split user data between that party
and the service provider in such a way that neither can derive sen-
sitive information from their share alone.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information Search
and Retrieval—Information filtering; H.3.5 [Information Stor-
age and Retrieval]: Online Information Services—Web-based ser-
vices; H.4.0 [Information Systems Applications]: General

General Terms
Security, Architecture

Keywords
E-Commerce, recommender system, privacy protection, demo-
graphic filtering, clustering, semi-trusted third party.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In e-commerce, recommender systems allow entities providing

goods or services to guide the choices made by the users of such
systems, i.e. potential customers. The recommendation can be
issued by the merchant of the goods or services themselves or by
intermediary brokers. In both cases, recommendations are issued
from within acatalogueof items available trough that merchant or
broker. We use forthwith the generic termService Provider(SP) to
refer to the entity operating the recommender system and the owner
of the respective catalogue. We use the generic termservicefor any
item in this catalogue, whether it is a digital or physical good or a
service to be provided.

Because of the size and complexity of the catalogue, recom-
mender systems usually employ filtering techniques, such as
content-based, collaborative, demographic or knowledge-based
filtering to extract a reasonably small set of services to be recom-
mended to the user. More detail about these filtering techniques
can be found in [5, 25].

One important disadvantage of recommender systems, however,
is that in order to obtain accurate recommendations the user might
have to reveal to the SP information that is considered private,
such as identity, demographic characteristics, previous buying
behaviour, etc. On the other hand, the contents of the catalogue
has intrinsic commercial value, and the SP should also try to pro-
tect it from competitors, and in particular from those who might be
masquerading as potential customers and users of the recommender
system. Thus, the problem of privacy protection in the use of
recommender systems applies to both users and service providers.

In this paper, we address this problem in the context of recom-
mender systems usingdemographic filtering(DF) techniques.
In Section 2, we describe DF-based recommender systems and
the privacy protection issues that they raise. We then introduce
in Section 3 some of the privacy protection solutions introduced
in other contexts and describe the required cryptographic primi-
tives. We present in Section 4 the ALAMBIC system, our solution
to protect privacy of both users and service providers. A discus-
sion in Section 5 precedes the conclusion and future directions in
Section 6.

2. PRIVACY AND DEMOGRAPHIC
FILTERING

Recommender systems based on demographic filtering aim at
categorising users based on their demographic information and
recommend services accordingly. More precisely, demographic
information is used to identify the types of users that like simi-
lar services. DF can be used by any SP who offers services by
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using data on individual users. The key element of DF is that it
creates categories of users having similar demographic character-
istics, and tracks the aggregate buying behaviour or preferences of
users within these categories. Recommendations for a new user are
issued by first finding to which category he belongs and then by
applying the aggregate buying preferences of previous users in that
category.

Example - Part 1. Today, a concerned citizen wanting to keep
himself abreast and well informed on world affairs and politics has
a myriad of sources of information from which to choose. Even if
we restrict him to Internet sources, there are hundreds of sources
ranging from organised Media, web sites of political parties and
lobbies, interest groups,ad hocposting in newsgroups, and even
blogging and podcasting. Beyond the shear number of such sources
of information on a controversial topic, a user might have prefer-
ences on the source to be used, such as length and depth, political
inclination, objectivity, means of delivery, etc. We will thus con-
sider for our example a hypothetical search engine on Web items
associated with world affairs and politics. Because it is reason-
able to think that user preferences will be influenced by demo-
graphic characteristics, we will assume that this search engine uses
a recommender system based on demographic filtering to rank the
hits returned to a particular user.

While there are many categorisation techniques that can be suc-
cessfully used in this context, in this paper we shall useData
Clusteringto illustrate these techniques and the proposed privacy-
protection solutions introduced in Section 4. Note however that
these solutions are completely independent of the categorisation
technique used in a DF-based recommender system. Clustering
has been the subject of much research, particularly in Statistics and
Machine Learning (see for example [15]). It aims at forming clus-
ters of similar objects. Objects in a given cluster are similar to
each other, but different to objets in another cluster. A clustering
algorithm thus needs a metric to compute the distance between two
objects to indicate how similar or different they are. Therefore,
objects are typically represented as vectors in a multi-dimensional
space and distances are typically calculated using the Euclidean
distance (or another instance of the Minkowski distance) consider-
ing all or a subset of the dimensions. Each cluster is represented by
a centroid or a medoid1, and sometimes radius and density infor-
mation.

In demographic filtering, clustering is used to create the user cat-
egories mentioned above by considering the set of all previous cus-
tomers. The objects are the users, and each dimension of the space
represents one of their relevant demographic characteristics. For
a given clusterC, its density represents the number of users in it
and its radius is a measure of how demographically dissimilar they
are. Then, the historical data on buying behaviour or preferences
of each user inC is used to associate to the clusterC anaggregate
buying behaviour. In its simplest form, this aggregate can simply
consist of the list of servicesPC = {p1, p2, . . . , pc} that were pur-
chased or for which positive feedback was given by users inC.
When a new user requires a recommendation, the recommender
system computes the cluster to which he is closest, sayC, and then
produces as a recommendation the list of itemsPC . In other words,
DF-based recommender systems usepeople-to-peoplecorrelations
to produce their recommendations. In this paper, we refer to the
list of clusters, and for each clusterC the list PC of items pur-
chased/liked by users inC, as theessenceof such a recommender

1The centroid is a virtual point corresponding to the average of all
the points in the cluster, while the medoid is the median point of
the cluster.

system, since constructing and maintaining (i.e. “distilling”) this
information is all that is required in order to be able to make this
kind of recommendations.

Of course, for such clusters to be used effectively in recom-
mender systems, the aggregate buying preferences within a cluster
must also show sufficient similarity. In our example, this means that
the listPC must be sufficiently small. Achieving this objective can
be done in a variety of ways, such as merging or separating existing
clusters, considering similarity distances on the combined space of
demographic characteristics and buying preferences/behaviour, or
by attempting to apply clustering techniques on the space of ser-
vices. See [1] for instance. However, the specific way in which
clusters are formed is immaterial to our privacy issues.

Example - Part 2.Our concerned citizen happens to be a young
male engineering student living in a Northern European country,
of Arab origin, who likes soccer, drives a yellow car, and has indi-
cated business and computer games as interests. The recommender
has identified him to be in a cluster of well-to-do and educated
young people in developed countries. Historically, people in this
cluster have mostly clicked on links going to specialised in-depth
print magazines, a certain subset of prolific bloggers, and multi-
media clips from state-operated Western European broadcasters.
When he queries the search engine for items about the war in Iraq
in the last week, he will be provided (in order) with an in-depth
article in The Economist, two posts by bloggers on the latest bomb-
ing and an audio clip from Deutsche Welle. Of course, there will
be other hits on that topic, but they will appear after in the ordered
list of matches.

Unfortunately, in order for the clusters to be constructed and for
a new user to be associated with the appropriate cluster, users must
provide the SP with demographic information. The potential abuses
from unscrupulous SPs are obvious. For example, a SP could pool
its information with other SPs and/or governments. It could also
sell this information. This could result in a serious violation of
the user’s privacy. Such violations are prohibited by many govern-
ments but effective methods to enforce privacy laws are generally
lacking. This problem is exacerbated when information is used
about individuals without their knowledge of it. Should the user
ever have the proof that his privacy has been violated by the SP,
he could complain to the proper authorities, so that justice might
be served. However, the complaint alone is not sufficient to restore
the user’s privacy.

On the other hand, the privacy of data legitimately accumulated
by the SP must also be protected. In a competitive market, pricing
information contained in the catalogue might be sensitive and the
SP might not want to reveal it to competitors. Furthermore, depend-
ing on the type of service, the catalogue itself might have value,
such as in the case of information brokers. While the SP might be
willing to reveal a few items and prices to abona fideuser, he must
take precautions so that the information revealed cannot be used by
competitors posing as users to obtain information on the catalogue
or the pricing that they should not have.

Most importantly, however, once the SP has operated for a suffi-
ciently long time that the essence distilled is good enough for use in
a recommender system, the essence itself becomes of even higher
value than the catalogue and should hence be protected, with even
more vehemence, from potential competitors.

Technically, the essence belongs to the SP. It is in his best inter-
est that it be updated accurately, because the quality of recommen-
dations depends on it, and therefore so will the user’s satisfaction,
and hence the SP’s business revenues. However, even though it is
only a statistical aggregate, the essence should not be completely
“opened” to the SP to prevent him from using “differential anal-
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ysis” on consecutive versions of the essence in order to infer the
user’s demographic profile.

Our task is to provide an architecture for such generic demo-
graphic filtering systems, in which the privacy requirements out-
lined above are achieved. For that purpose, we identify two classes
of privacy level:

1. Soft privacy: The user wants to keep his identity and demo-
graphic profile secret at all cost, but allows the SP to know which
services he is interested in.

2. Hard privacy: The user wants to keep his identity and demo-
graphic profile secret at all cost, and furthermore, he does not allow
the SP to know which services he is interested in.

Example - Part 3.Our young student might not want it known
that he speaks Arabic. However, that might be relevant for the
recommender to suggest items such as Al-Jazeera. Furthermore,
in the hard-privacy case, he might not even want the SP, or any-
one, to know that he is looking for information on recent events in
Iraq. On the other hand, consider that the SP’s business model is
to charge a certain amount for the number of hits returned, e.g. for
1 euro, you can purchase 25 queries that will return up to 3 hits
each. Additional hits are available at additional cost. To main-
tain customer satisfaction, it is clear that the SP must use a recom-
mender system to tailor which 3 hits to return to the user. Further-
more, he does not want to let the user browse all of them, because
that would result in a loss of profit (operating a good search engine
does cost money, after all). Finally, knowing which hits to pro-
vide to which users (the essence) is the information on which the
whole business model is based. Losing that information to another
search-engine provider would mean losing a significant competi-
tive advantage.

3. RELATED WORK AND
CRYPTOGRAPHIC PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we review some work related to the privacy-
preservation paradigm. We also review the concepts of Secure
Two-Party Computation (STPC) as well as Code Encryption and
Code Obfuscation. We assume that the concepts of Public Key
(or Asymmetric) Cryptosystems, Secret Key (or Symmetric) Cryp-
tosystems and Public Key Infrastructure are well known.

3.1 Privacy Preservation
Much research has been done to address the problem of privacy

preservation in Data Mining. In particular, several approaches have
been classified using five dimensions [24].First, data could be cen-
tralised or distributed. Theseconddimension is about the modifica-
tion that can be applied on data, such as perturbation, aggregation,
swapping, sampling, etc. Thethird dimension is concerned with
algorithms that are used in data mining (for instance decision tree,
association rule, clustering, rough sets, Bayesian networks). The
fourth dimension considers whether it is the raw data or the aggre-
gate data that must be hidden. Finally, in thefifth dimension, it is
important to highlight how the privacy-preservation techniques are
used for the modification of data. Here, techniques are heuristic-
based, cryptography-based or reconstruction-based.

There have also been several approaches developed for privacy-
preserving clustering. For example, one approach aims at using
transformations to perturb the dataset before the algorithm is
applied (see for example [20]). Another approach consists in
designing algorithms that use secure multi-party computation (see
for example [16]). In this paper, the clustering process is executed
by the Alambic agent through the feedback it receives from users.
Detail is given in Section 4.

Another example of domain with interest to researchers in
privacy preservation is the Collaborative Filtering (CF) technique,
which outputs recommendations of services for a given user, based
upon the behaviour and the evaluations of the other users [22].
A scheme for privacy-preserving collaborative filtering is proposed
in [7]. Here, a community of users can compute a public “aggre-
gate” of their private data without revealing them. Each user takes
part in the construction of the aggregate and gets personalised rec-
ommendations by using local computation. The problem with this
scheme is that it ison-line, meaning that several users need to par-
ticipate simultaneously in each recommendation process. Another
scheme was proposed in [21], in which the user disturbs his demo-
graphic data, usingRandomised Perturbationtechniques, before
sending them to the SP. In this way, the SP cannot compile truth-
ful demographic information about the user. Although the data
are disturbed, Polat and Du argue that their scheme should still
allow for successful collaborative filtering. Our subsequent work
on the ALAMBIC architecture offers another solution to the privacy-
preserving collaborative filtering conundrum, in which we do not
require several customers to be online simultaneously nor do we
need to introduce random perturbations [2].

3.2 Secure Two-Party Computation
Secure Two-Party Computation (STPC) is concerned with the

problem of evaluating a functionf(x, y) for which the first party,
Alice, provides secret inputx and the second party, Bob, pro-
vides secret inputy, such that the output becomes known to both
parties while the inputsx andy remain secret from Bob and Alice,
respectively, except for what can be logically inferred from one’s
private input and the joint output. The first general STPC pro-
tocol was given by Yao [26]. By assuming the intractability of
factoring, he showed that every two-party interactive computa-
tional problem has a private protocol. Other solutions followed
later [27; 17, etc]. Despite recent efforts to implement generic pro-
tocols for STCP [19], it remains most likely that efficient imple-
mentations will rely on simplifications based on the particular
structure of the function to evaluate. In this paper, the SP and the
user, assisted by the Alambic agent, are invited to execute a STPC
if, in addition to having no information about the user demographic
profile, the SP is not allowed to know the services of interest to the
user, i.e. in the hard-privacy case (see Section 2).

3.3 Code Encryption and Code Obfuscation
Code encryptionis a technique used to protect mobile code that

is executed on remote and possibly untrusted computers. The
security problems related to mobile code in general, and mobile
software agents in particular, has been studied in [23]. For example,
a mobile agent must be able to protect the integrity and the execu-
tion of its code, compute with secrets in public, and preserve the
privacy of the code and internal data. Sander and Tschudin also
introduced the notion ofComputing with Encrypted Functions.

Code obfuscation[12] is a process that transforms a program so
that it becomes more difficult to understand and more resistant to
reverse engineering. The code resulting from this process is called
obfuscated code. In practice, obfuscated code can be the result of
one or more code transformations. Even though it differs signif-
icantly from the original code, the obfuscated code must produce
the same result as the original despite a possible slow down.

In the solution proposed in this paper, the code of any given
Alambic agent is encrypted and obfuscated in such a way that the
SP is unable to gather information on its internal state or variables
or on how it works. This prevents the SP from being able to alter
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Figure 1: Architecture of A LAMBIC

the behaviour of the Alambic agent in a way that would reveal sen-
sitive information.

4. THE ALAMBIC SYSTEM
In this section, we present ALAMBIC , our privacy-preserving

demographic filtering system. First, we present its architecture.
We then describe its main ingredients and detail the demographic
filtering process. Finally, we show how the user’s privacy is
preserved.

4.1 Architecture and components
The architecture of ALAMBIC is presented in Figure 1.

We present in this section the three main components of the
ALAMBIC system as well as the semi-trusted platform that gen-
erates the Alambic agents.
The SP:He maintains his catalogue and the encrypted user profile
database. The catalogue contains the available services. The SP
communicates with the Alambic agent and the user through a Con-
troller Unit.
The Alambic agent: It resides inside the SP’s system, but its
code is encrypted and obfuscated so that the SP cannot obtain
more information than what can be deduced from the output of
the RETRIEVEprocess, described in Section 4.2. The Alambic
agent can be a piece of software that the SP downloads from the
STILL MAKER (see below) and installs in his system. It can also
be a STILL MAKER’s provided secure co-processor that the service
provider adds to his system.
The user: He wishes to receive recommended services from
the SP. He receives the Alambic agent’s public key from the SP to
encipher his private information (demographic data), but this public
key bears the STILL MAKER’s digital signature.

The STILL M AKER : The STILL MAKER is a Secure Platform that
generates Alambic agents for SPs. Each Alambic agent is issued a
separate private/public key pair and a public key certificate that is
signed by the STILL MAKER by using a Public Key Infrastructure
(PKI) with digital signature services that both the SP and the user
recognize. The authentication of a given Alambic agent is equiv-
alent to that of its public key. The user encrypts the data part of
his profile with this public key. To give users confidence that the
Alambic agents ensure their privacy, the STILL MAKER must use
fourth-party validation, meaning that some independent organiza-
tions are invited to test and validate the generation of the Alambic
agents by the STILL MAKER. In particular, the tests and validation
must confirm that the obfuscation and encryption are performed
correctly and that the Alambic agent’s private key is well hidden
from the SP.

4.2 Description and main concepts
ALAMBIC is a demographic filtering system that provides a solu-

tion that achieves the privacy requirements described in Section 2.
This solution is based on the followingdivision of trust principle:

“Trust no one, but you may trust two”.

In other words, users will distribute their trust between the SP and
the Alambic agent, in such a way that only a collusion between
them would expose the user’s private data. Each SP has its own
Alambic agent, which is provided by a STILL MAKER. The partial
trust required of the agent (and therefore of the STILL MAKER) is
not far fetched, as discussed in Section 5.

The main idea behind our solution thus resides in the introduc-
tion of the Alambic agent, which is asemi-trustedthird party in
which users only need to have limited confidence. The demo-
graphic essence described in Section 2 is handled by the Alambic
agent because it requires knowledge of demographic information in
order to make recommendations. This essence provides a cluster-
ing of users according to their demographic information, together
with a mapping from these clusters to the preferences (represented
in this paper by anonymous catalogue item indexespi) normally
shown by these users.

The Alambic agent serves as an intermediary between the SP
and the user. It makes recommendations based on information in
the demographic essence. It also maintains it by receiving feedback
from the user and updating the clusters and their mappings to the
anonymous indexes accordingly.

We are now ready to describe ALAMBIC ’s demographic filtering
process.

4.3 The demographic filtering process
The execution process of ALAMBIC is shown through the inter-

actions materialised by arrows in our architecture (Figure 1). These
interactions are considered from left to right as time goes by. The
steps of the execution process follow.

1. The SP provides the user with the pubic key certificate of the
Alambic agent. This allows the user to learn the Alambic
agent public key and make sure it is legitimate.

2. The user enciphers his demographic profile,π, with the
Alambic agent public key,A, and obtainsE(π,A). For the
sake of confidentiality,π contains in addition a secret keyτ ,
used in Step 5 below. The user sends his pseudonym,ψ, to-
gether withE(π,A), to the SP.

3. The SP insertsψ andE(π,A) in its encrypted profile data-
base, and forwardsE(π,A) to the Alambic agent. [From
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Table 1: The Alambic agent clustering table
Centroid Anonymous indexes
C1 p1, p2, p7

C2 p5, p8, p20, pt

. . . . . .
Cn p10

Table 2: Structure of the SP’s catalogue
Anonymous Index Service Index Description . . .

p1 s1 . . .
p2 s2 . . .
. . . . . . . . .
pt st . . .

now on and for future connections, the user “identifies” him-
self asψ when he communicates with the SP].2

4. The Alambic agent receivesE(π,A) from the SP. It de-
ciphersE(π,A) using its private key,A′, and obtains the
user’s demographic profile:π = D(E(π,A), A′), whereD
is the decryption algorithm.

5. Fromπ, the Alambic agent computes the distance between
the user’s demographic profile and the centroid of each
cluster, to find the nearest cluster,C = Cj(π), for a cer-
tain j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, wheren is the number of clusters in
the demographic essence. The Alambic agent thus produces
a list,PC = {p1, . . . , pc}, of anonymous indexes that users
in C have chosen in the past (see Table 1). It picks at ran-
dom two secret keysδ andζ. The former serves in protecting
the SP indexation procedure from the competition. The lat-
ter protects the list of anonymous indexes which is sent to the
user: this protection is particularly useful in the case of hard
privacy. LetS be a symmetric encryption scheme publicly
known by all the parties. The Alambic agent applies a dou-
ble encryption,S(S(pi, δ), ζ), of each anonymous indexpi

of the listPC , i ∈ {1, . . . , c}. It thus obtains the list:

S(S(P, δ), ζ) := {S(S(p1, δ), ζ), . . . , S(S(pc, δ), ζ)} .

The Alambic agent uses the secret keyτ it receives from
the user (see Step 2) to encipherζ asS(ζ, τ). It sends both
S(ζ, τ) andS(S(P, δ), ζ) to the user. Finally, it also sendsδ
to the SP.

6. The SP computesS(pk, δ) for each anonymous indexpk,
k ∈ {1, . . . , t}, wheret is the total number of anonymous
indexes in his catalogue (see Table 2). He then executes the
procedureSELECT, which creates a tableT , containing val-
uesS(pk, δ), k ∈ {1, . . . , t}, as search keys, and the asso-
ciated service indexes and descriptions. In other words, this
tableT contains the same information as the initial catalogue
but is indexed through anonymous indexes masked byδ.

7. The user deciphersS(ζ, τ) and obtains
ζ = S−1(S(ζ, τ), τ). He then computes the setS(P, δ) =
S−1(S(S(P, δ), ζ), ζ) = {S(p1, δ), . . . , S(pc, δ)}.

2While the use of a pseudonymψ might make the system more
convivial by allowing the storage of personalised preferences and
encrypted profiles, it is not strictly required in ALAMBIC . In fact
their use might detract from protecting user privacy. Some user
studies show that users do not like being tracked when buying on-
line, even if anonymously. This issue is addressed in [2].

8. The user and the SP execute the procedureRETRIEVEas
follows.

(a) In the soft-privacy case, the user only has to send the
list S(P, δ) to the SP who compares this list with
its tableT and obtains recommended services for the
user. In other words, in this case, the procedure
RETRIEVEcorresponds to selecting services inT that
have encrypted and anonymous indexes inS(P, δ).

(b) In the hard-privacy case, the procedureRETRIEVE
can be implemented with specific STPC solutions ade-
quate for this task, such as SPIR (Symmetrically Private
Information Retrieval) [11, 18, 13, 8] or BliS (Blind
Search) [3]. These solutions enable the user to receive
recommended services associated to the encrypted and
anonymous indexes inS(P, δ), while the SP remains
ignorant of such indexes.

In either case, the procedureRETRIEVEoutputs recom-
mended services for the user.

9. LetS(P ′, δ) be the set of encrypted and anonymous indexes
of services that the user has purchased (implicit feedback) or
for which he has indicated a preference (explicit feedback).
The user sendsS(P ′, δ) to the Alambic agent for update pur-
poses.S(P ′, δ) is sent in clear in the case of soft privacy
and in its encrypted formE(S(P ′, δ), A) in the case of hard
privacy. The updating process is discussed below.

Updating the demographic essence:
The essence update is based on the listS(P ′, δ) that the Alambic
agent receives as the user’s feedback. From elements in this list,
the following situations could arise:

1. S(P ′, δ) = S(P, δ): The user is satisfied by all the services
associated to the encrypted and anonymous indexes that he
has received from the Alambic agent.

2. S(P ′, δ) ⊂ S(P, δ): The user is partially satisfied by the
services associated to the encrypted and anonymous indexes
that he has received from the Alambic agent.

3. S(P ′, δ) ⊃ S(P, δ): The user is satisfied by all the ser-
vices associated to the encrypted and anonymous indexes
that he has received from the Alambic agent. Moreover, he
is satisfied by additional services that he queried by other
means: for example, advice from a friend suggesting him to
get a particular service. If the SP has other mechanisms to
recommend services, such asitem-to-itemcorrelations, this
could potentially come out with additional services that are
correlated to those resulting initially fromS(P, δ). In this
case, the SP sends the service’s description together with its
encrypted and anonymous index, which the user adds to the
list S(P ′, δ).

4. S(P ′, δ) ∩ S(P, δ) = ∅ andS(P ′, δ) 6= ∅: The user rejects
all the services recommended, but he receives and is satisfied
by services that he queried by other means (as in the previous
case 3).

In all of the above cases, the necessary modifications might
involve changes to the list of itemsPC of the clusterC to whom the
user belongs, but it also changesC itself (changes in the centroid
or medoid, density and radius) and might even trigger the merging,
separation or creation of new clusters. For our purposes, all that
matters is that all of these modifications can be embedded in the
code of the Alambic agent and only require as input the (possibly
encrypted) list of itemsS(P ′, δ).
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5. PRIVACY AND APPLICABILITY OF
ALAMBIC

We now address the compliance of the ALAMBIC system with
respect to the privacy model of Section 2. Let us consider first the
user’s data: identity and demographic profile. There is no real need
for the identity of the user ever to be revealed to any of the parties
(the SP or the Alambic agent). In fact, the identity of the user can
be maintained secret, even if the service needs to be purchased.
While ALAMBIC does not address directly this issue, it is impor-
tant to note that several solutions have been proposed and exist
for blind search [3] and anonymous payments [10]. Anonymous
delivery is relatively easily achievable [9, 14, 6] with electronic
goods (e.g. music, software) that can be delivered over the Internet.
And even in the case of physical goods, privacy-preserving deliv-
ery systems have been proposed [4] to obviate the need for the user
to identify himself to the SP and protect other potentially private
information such as his address.

As for the demographic data, there are three possible threats on
their privacy by the SP. First, acrypto-analytic attackin which the
SP could try to decrypt the encoded information sent by the user
(or stored by him). This would require either breaking the public-
key cryptosystem or falsifying a public key certificate. Second,
an inference attackwhereby gaining access to consecutive “clear”
snapshots of the essence would allow the SP to make strong infer-
ences on the demographic profile of the last user. However, since
the essence update phase concerns only the Alambic agent, which
does not reveal the outcome of that computation, such an analysis
is not possible. In order for the SP to perform such analysis, he
would have to “break” the Alambic agent’s code.

Finally, and this must not be overlooked, the SP’s private data is
also protected. The contents of the catalogue (its contents, but also
its sensitive attributes such as price, availability, etc.) are protected
from the Alambic agent by the use of anonymous indexes, which
do not identify the particular service or service type that a category
of users might prefer. These anonymous indexes are meaningless to
the Alambic agent but are used by the SP to index his catalogue of
services. Furthermore, the fact that the controller unit monitors and
controls all communications of the Alambic agent with the outside,
makes it very difficult for the Alambic agent to voluntarily leak
information about the essence to an outside party (e.g. one posing
as a user).

In summary, all private data involved in ALAMBIC are well pro-
tected under the following assumptions:
– The underlying symmetric and public-key cryptography is secure
and is used within a well-implemented Public Key Infrastructure.
– The STPC protocols used are secure and properly used and
implemented (in case of hard privacy).
– The Alambic agent’s code and internal data cannot be read or
tampered with by the service provider, at any phase of the protocol.
This may be verified by an independent accreditation authority.
– The semi-trusted third party and the SP can be trusted not to col-
lude with each other in order to obtain the full user’s demographic
profile (the division of trust principle).

This last assumption is a non-technical one and no mathematical
proof of its soundness can be given. Since the privacy protection
features of our system, and hence its viability, depends on it, it is
paramount to discuss whether it makes sense. We put forth the
thesis that it is indeed a sound assumption, as long as the parties
have clear vested interests and that those motivate them to perform
what is expected of them in an honest fashion.

This is true for the SP, because it is in his best interest to pro-
vide as accurate and relevant a recommendation to the users of

the system as he can. This will result in a higher user satisfac-
tion, better return business and eventually higher revenues. Thus,
he is willing and motivated to implement a recommender system
and furthermore to commit the resources necessary to comply with
constraints imposed by law or by the users, for example privacy
protection. For this reason, the essence should remain his property,
even though he cannot use it or interpret it by himself. In addition,
the ability for service providers to maintain and accurately update
an as-inclusive-as-possible essence will provide them with a signif-
icant competitive advantage.

We see the semi-trusted third party that generates Alambic
agents, i.e. the operator of the STILL MAKER platform, as a ser-
vice provider himself, whose business survival depends on his abil-
ity and diligence in protecting the privacy of the public. He pro-
vides this service to the SP for a price, but is accountable to the
public at large, and thus to any potential user of the SP’s recom-
mender system, to protect their privacy. This is not a far-fetched
notion: it is already the case for those bound by professional secret
and other privacy laws. This includes, for example, the figure of a
notary public or equivalently the attorney-at-law (or solicitor), but
also, to a certain extent, governments and banks. The other obvious
example, in this era of Internet and e-commerce, are the commer-
cial Certification Authorities (such asVerisign, Entrust, etc.) whose
business largely depends on the public’s confidence in their honesty
and professionalism. While there might be an incentive for them to
collude with the service provider, we believe that modern society
has already “dealt” with this problem and provides enough mech-
anisms (legal framework, checks and balances, and other means of
deterrence) to prevent these situations, which are deemed sufficient
by and for most (law-abiding) members of the society. We believe
that the use of ALAMBIC (or a system similar to it) would make it
possible and practical to have such parties intervene in the e-com-
merce process to protect the privacy of the public.

Last but not least, another fundamental premise is that theusers
themselvesalso have a vested interest in the accuracy and rele-
vance of recommendations made by the service provider. Without
this condition, they will not be willing to put in the extra effort,
albeit small, to provide accurate input into such a system, but more
importantly they will not be willing to assume the small resid-
ual risk associated with providing their private information into
the ALAMBIC system. Finally, there might be particular applica-
tion domains (e.g. recommendations of medical or pharmacolog-
ical products) in which privacy is of such high importance, that
users would be willing to share the additional cost of constructing
and operating such a system with the SP, for example by paying
fees to the semi-trusted third party.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have described here a solution that allows SPs and users to

collaborate in providing the latter with accurate and relevant recom-
mendations of services, without compromising user privacy or SP
commercial interests. While other approaches have been proposed
to protect privacy for other filtering techniques, such as collabora-
tive filtering [7, 21] or generic clustering [16], ours is the first that
addresses the particularly thorny privacy issues surrounding demo-
graphic filtering. Furthermore, in comparison to these approaches
our solution has marked advantages: a) it does not require previous
users to be present when new recommendations are made, b) it does
not introduce error-inducing perturbations in the data, and c) it uses
simpler to implement cryptographic primitives.

We have restricted ourselves to recommender systems using
demographic filtering techniques to provide user-to-user correla-
tions (e.g. through user clustering). The main reason we chose to
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do this is because, from the user point of view, we believe that most
privacy requirements would be satisfied if their demographic infor-
mation were protected. Nevertheless, we assert that it is possible
to generalise the ALAMBIC architecture to provide privacy protec-
tion in other classes of recommender systems such as Collaborative
Filtering and Content-Based Filtering [5]. This generalisation of
the current paper is indeed considered in its sequel [2].

We believe we have also made a strong case for the viability of
such systems in the e-commerce setting, by showing how it behoves
all parties to collaborate. In particular, we argue that the main bene-
ficiary for providing accurate recommendation is the SP. A key
element in achieving this aim is the upkeep of an accurate aggre-
gate market picture, which we have designated as “essence”. The
inherent and potentially enormous value of this essence immedi-
ately suggests issues that future research should address. For one,
a mechanism should be conceived that allows the SP to access
and interpret the essence from time to time, while still protect-
ing the user’s privacy. Secondly, security mechanisms must be
designed and integrated in the system to guarantee the availability
and integrity of the essence against both fortuitous and deliberate
threats.
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